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TRANSFORMATION RITUAL No. 12 
Intensifying the Action of Golden Christ Illumination 

 

 
 

through the  
CROWN CHAKRA 

 
 

 
Amplifying the Rod of Illumination 

 
 

Illumination―the Only Cure for Earth… We Shall Press Through for a Worldwide Awakening. 

-Vol. 35 No. 39 - Sarasvati - September 27, 1992 
 

 

Illumination’s golden flame is the pathway to the opening of the great golden age…. Let it be so, beloved, for the Light must 
shine. The Light must be. And if you would move forward to carve out a golden age before you, you must send forth 
torches of illumination’s flame to dissolve, to melt, to transmute the density of ignorance, the non-desiring to know or to learn 
that has affected millions upon this planet. 

 

-Vol. 32 No. 3 - Gautama - January 15, 1989 
 

The destiny of a planet, then, is based solely upon those who, having developed the heart, open the crown and therefore may 
hold the intelligence of the Mind of God and the direction of the Great Divine Director for the coursings of events and “the 
Grand Denouement.” [the climax of a chain of events, usually when something is decided or made clear] 

 
-Vol. 31 No. 74 - Jesus - November 5, 1988 

I 
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Intonation of The Word of Logos 
THE SEVEN SOLAR LOGOI  
Increase Divine Awareness 

 
 

Leader: 
Solar Logoi are cosmic beings who transmit the light emanations of the Godhead flowing from Alpha and 
Omega in the Great Central Sun to the planetary systems. They maintain the tone and the sound of the 
Logos, or Word, that sustains the creation. We look to the Solar Logoi as the great cosmic teachers at the 
summit of hierarchy from whom our dispensations originate…. The Rod of Illumination is a dispensation 
that was granted by the Solar Logoi at the Shasta Class of 1975. Its power was further expanded by a 
number of Cosmic Beings and Ascended Masters.  This ritual brings together all of the many facets of this 
dispensation for each of us personally as well as for the planet as a whole. 
 
Let us draw down, and send forth, the Light/Energy/Consciousness of these great beings of Light by 
invocation and toning. Together: 

 

In the name I AM THAT I AM, Alpha and Omega, the Seven Mighty Elohim, the Four Cosmic Forces 
surrounding the throne of God―the Lion, the Calf, the Man, and the Flying Eagle.  

 
I invoke the presence of the Living Word, the Solar Logoi to release the solar fires….  
Blaze forth!  Blaze forth!  Blaze forth!  
Shatter, shatter, shatter, shatter, shatter.  
Blaze through!  Blaze through!  
And let the fire of The Rod! purge a system and systems of worlds of their ignorance of the Law.  
Let the quickening appear! 
  
Ooooooooooooooooo…. Logos…. Ooooooooooooooo…. Logoi………….    [Chant] 

O sacred fire in the heart of man that is the heart of God, rise now as a fountain of illumination to 
increase the awareness of God’s mind…. Let the golden petals of the sacred fire of Wisdom’s Light 
increase and pulsate now within the starry body…. 
 

Ooooooooooooooooo…. Logos…. Ooooooooooooooo…. Logoi…………    [Chant] 
 
Let the Light of illumination’s flame come forth, as the golden-yellow corona of the sun, as a ring of 

fire that encloses the earth plane pressing through the very elements and the atoms of the physical earth. 
 
Ooooooooooooooooo…. Logos…. Ooooooooooooooo…. Logoi…………    [Chant] 
 
Let earth and her people come now into the Logos, the inner reason of our inner being! 
 
Ommmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm…………  [Chant] 

 
 

http://encyclopedia.summitlighthouse.org/index.php/Cosmic_being
http://encyclopedia.summitlighthouse.org/index.php/Alpha_and_Omega
http://encyclopedia.summitlighthouse.org/index.php/Alpha_and_Omega
http://encyclopedia.summitlighthouse.org/index.php/Great_Central_Sun
http://encyclopedia.summitlighthouse.org/index.php/Dispensation
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II 
An Increment of Light from the Holy Kumaras 

ELOHIM APOLLO & LUMINA 
The Solar Logoi implant the Rod of Cosmic Illumination… 
a Dispensation Delivered only once in ten-thousand years 

~July 6,1975~ 
Leader: 
The hour is urgent for the sons and daughters of God to awaken to the deceptions of the antichrists…. The 
Lords of Karma have told us that a tremendous momentum of cosmic Christ illumination is required to 
save the lightbearers.  This is why our beloved Elohim Apollo came to Shasta 1975, where he announced 
that the Solar Logoi had come to implant a rod of yellow-diamond light from the Great Central Sun for 
“the stepping up of the mind of humanity.” By their free will, lightbearers may use this rod to enter a new 
era and a golden age. We now implore the reactivation of this dispensation of the Mind of God….  
Together: 

 

O Beloved Apollo and the Seven Mighty Elohim; Sanat Kumara and the Seven Holy Kumaras; Mighty 
Victory and the Seven Solar Logoi; Archangel Jophiel and the Seven Archangels; Jesus, Kuthumi and the 
Brothers and Sisters of the Golden Robe in Kashmir; the Great Divine Director, Vaivasvata Manu, Lord 
Himalaya and all who serve in the Retreat of the Blue Lotus; God and Goddess Meru, Casimir Poseidon and 
all who serve in the Temple of Illumination; Lord Lanto, Confucius and the Brotherhood of the Royal Teton; 
Cassiopea, Elohim of the Central Sun, holding the focus of great illumination on behalf of the Godhead:   

The hour has come for mankind to receive that increment that is delivered only once in ten 
thousand years for the elevation of consciousness and the centering of that consciousness in the crown. 
Reactivate, amplify and intensify, within all gathered here and the lightbearers of the world, the The Rod 
of Illumination dispensation given by the Solar Logoi on July 6, 1975, of the release of an increment of 
Light that is the seed of Alpha, a rod of cosmic illumination, to raise the fires of awareness, to increase the 
penetration of the Infinite One for the elevation of consciousness and for the centering of that 
consciousness in the crown—to intensify the action of golden Christ illumination through our crown 
chakras and the crown chakras of the lightbearers of the world—and to turn around all that has been 
superimposed upon us including all Luciferian implants.  

 
Elohim Apollo and Lumina!  Elohim Apollo and Lumina!  Elohim Apollo and Lumina!  
Let the crown chakra of the lightbearers of the world begin to flow with the holy oil of wisdom’s 

flame! Let them know again contact with the Law! Let them know the yellow diamond light without flaw! 
Now let that increment of the Universal Christ consciousness, the rod from the central sun by cosmic 
edict, step up the mind of the children of the Light! Let the Solar Logoi reinforce the implanting of that 
That Rod of Illumination, in consonance with the Christ Self of each one―that this focus of the Solar 
Logoi shall pulsate at all times within the forcefield of our own brains and crown chakras.  

And it is done! In the name Sanat Kumara, Gautama Buddha, Lord Maitreya, Jesus Christ…  
 
Elohim of God!  Elohim of God!  Elohim of God!  
In the name I AM THAT I AM I accept this increment of Light as the Alpha lodestone that will draw to us 

the Mother Light. Therefore, let the magnet in the crown be the increase of awareness of God as Father, 
God as the masculine ray! And in the name of the God and Goddess Meru, I affirm this, my awareness, as a 
focus of the Great Central Sun Magnet that will polarize the Feminine Ray of the Godhead. Therefore, let the 
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tyranny of the perverted Masculine go down! Let it be consumed by Cosmic Christ Illumination! From the 
heart of Elohim, let all that has hindered the true expression of the Divine Mother be consumed!...  

O souls of the seed of Light, choose ye this day to employ this increment of Light that is the seed of 
Alpha, a rod of cosmic illumination, to enter a new era and a golden age!... 

 
III 

Illumination’s Power Restored 
THE MIGHTY COSMIC BEING VICTORY 

The Long-Awaited Moment of Your Fiery Destiny 
~Dispensation Delivered on July 4, 1988~ 

 
 
 

Leader: 
At FREEDOM 1988, Mighty Victory told us:  May you prize our Presence as a unique moment in your fiery 
destiny–one you have long awaited and anticipated. I and my legions have come for a single purpose:  to 
see to it that in the permanent seed atom of thy being there is that nucleus of the rod of illumination’s 
flame, that it shall develop, that it shall be connected to the electronic and electromagnetic field of our 
auras….  
 
Let us invoke Mighty Victory to restore the power of illumination’s flame within us.  Together: 
 

In the name of God I AM THAT I AM, O invincible Light of Victory, Light of Victory and Legions of the 
Great Central Sun, O mighty Angels of Illumination’s Flame, we greet thee in the heart of Shamballa, in 
the heart of the mighty Threefold Flame of beloved Sanat Kumara, Lord Gautama, Lord Maitreya, beloved 
Jesus and Kuthumi: 

Mighty Cosmic Being Victory! Come forth now to reactivate, amplify and intensify, within all 
gathered here and the lightbearers of the world, your dispensation given on July 5, 1988―O golden 
victorious flame of the God consciousness of the Second Ray, in the Guru-Chela relationship―I AM 
Victory, Victory, Victory in the Three Jewels of initiation—the Buddha, the Dharma, and the Sangha. I AM 
Victory and I AM determined, together with Mighty Victory, to see to it that I am not left in the ignorance 
and twilight zone of a world that is neither here nor there.  

I AM here with Mighty Victory and we are in the center of a sun of Being to see to it that in the 
permanent seed atom of my being, and all the children of God’s Heart on terra, that there is that nucleus 
of the rod of illumination’s flame, that it shall develop, that it shall be connected to the electronic and 
electromagnetic field of the aura of the Great White Brotherhood and that I shall endure as an integrity—
as an integral individuality in the Divine Whole of God, even through the sun of yellow sphere of my own 
causal body of light.   

I call forth the arc of the seven stars that does appear in the heavens as the sign of the coming of the 
Seven Solar Lords, the Solar Logoi, the Holy Kumaras…. And I accept the opportunity from Mighty Victory 
to so increase in wisdom that the very momentum of the crown chakra itself shall magnetize the Buddhas 
and raise up the Mother in me to fetch a starling to become a star.  

Seven Holy Kumaras, Eternal Youths, seal the Cosmic Christ protection and reverse the clock in every 
Lightbearer, for Victory’s hours are not counted. 
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IV 
The Piercing of the Crown Chakra   

BELOVED JESUS CHRIST 
God-Mastery Is Our Calling to You 

~Dispensation delivered on July 5, 1988~ 
Leader:  
At FREEDOM 1988, Jesus said that the Solar Logoi had come again to increase the power of this Rod of 
Illumination, to nourish the seed of Light implanted and for the further initiation of the piercing of the crown 
chakra, and it is through the opening of the crown chakra that Solar Logoi will enable you to increase and 
magnetize more of that Rod of Illumination within. Jesus exclaimed:  It is a moment you have long 
anticipated. For this sacred mystery and ritual of the piercing of the crown chakra is known by you; for at 
inner levels you have been taught that it should come to you.  Let us rejoice in our Lord’s giving us this gift of 
the piercing of our crown chakra.  Together: 

 
Jesus, our elder brother on the Path, as you stand in shafts of illumination’s flame with Lord Gautama 

and the Solar Logoi, as though arrayed by the hand of God across the sky:  Reactivate, amplify and intensify, 
within all gathered here and the lightbearers of the world, your dispensation given on July 5, 1988:  

I call to the heart of beloved Jesus Christ, Archangel Jophiel and Christine and their bands, and the 
Solar Logoi: Come forth now to establish golden Illumination’s flame, to increase Light of the mind for 
God-Mastery in every Lightbearer on earth.  

I call upon the living Presence of the Solar Logoi to nourish their seed of Light implanted, to increase 
in me Cosmic Christ consciousness—solar consciousness of the Word; and by that Mind of God in me, I 
defeat the violators of that Mind. By the ritual of the piercing of the crown charka and the single drop of 
‘blood’, I call forth from beloved Alpha and Omega the remission of sin by the shedding of ‘blood’, the 
essence of the divine nectar sealed in the crown, waiting to be opened.  

 

Leader: 
I want you to, now, take a moment to visualize, and see the golden-yellow light of your crown chakra… 
Look up to it, as you are a soul seated in the heart chakra. 

Our prayers have called for the action of the Solar Logoi.  Now it comes, the experience of the tingling of the 
crown chakra has begun, the opening of the crown has started under the direction of your Holy Christ Self….  

As the Solar Logoi step up the pulsation of the Rod of Illumination, you now feel the tingling sensation in 
the crown increasing… Visualize this rod, now, kindling a fire of yellow flame burning on your crown 
chakra–an intense golden light pulsating within the brain. 

As the yellow fire increases, it grows around your head.  It's a giant bonfire!  A roaring fire of yellow flame! 

Your crown chakra is now highly activated by this rod of illumination’s flame… producing a halo around 
the head that rotates faster and faster until it is spinning so fast, it appears as an intense, blazing, 
brilliance of flaming golden-yellow light on the top of your head.   See this pulsating rod clearing the 
physical brain, the nervous system, the chakras, and the forcefield of every astral, emotional, etheric and 
mental impurity that has ever lodged within your brain in any embodiment.  [pause] 

Now let it be nourished by the Light of the Divine Mother that you raise up from the base to the crown 
through Mother Mary, through Kuan Yin, through mantra upon mantra. See this rod burning up all that 
would impede the flow of God’s light in your mind.  

Aim. Sarasvati, assist now, for the opening is come. 
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Sustain this image as we invoke the Light of the Divine Mother manifest through Sarasvati, the 
Goddess of Wisdom.  Together: 

Come forth, Goddess Sarasvati!  I am ready to pursue with you the opening and piercing of the crown 
chakra. Build around me a nucleus of golden-yellow-white fire.  

O Mind of God in the crown:  Be opened this day! Be opened!  Be opened as a chalice of yellow fire.  
O thousand-petaled lotus flame, I come to bow before the Light of God.  
O lotus flame of my crown:  Increase, intensify wisdom's Light!  
Let my crown chakra be as the torch of the Goddess of Liberty, the torch of my Christhood. Let it be a 

lamp to lighten the way and to enlighten souls.  
For as my Jesus has said:  *As long as I AM in the world, I AM the Light of the World!* (3x) 

Let the nectar of the Buddha, the Elixir of Enlightenment, flow now, flow from our crown, let it 

overflow and drench us and all life…. Let it be nourished by the Light of the Divine Mother that rises from 

the base to the crown through Mother Mary, through Kuan Yin, through Goddess Sarasvati, through 

mantra upon mantra…. Lord Jesus, seal us in thy Presence, for the concentration is intense.  

 
Leader: 
Let us be nourished by the Light of the Divine Mother as we chant Sarasvati’s mantra together: 
 

Om Aim Sarasvatye Namaha……... (9x or 33x)      

 

 
 

V 
The Restoration of the Right-Mindfulness of the Lord of the World  

THE GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR 
Enhanced by the Rod of Illumination 

~Dispensation Delivered on July 5, 1988~ 
 

 

Leader: 
At FREEDOM 1988, the Great Divine Director talked again about the Rod of Illumination, and the need to 
call for it.  This dispensation came, so that for the remaining quarter of the century, the lightbearers 
should have every advantage possible to increase Divine Awareness.  And when you receive such an 
increment, such a rod of light from the Solar Logoi, you then have a focus of the Solar Logoi that is 
pulsating at all times within the forcefield of your own brain. You may call for that focus to be amplified 
within you so that you may intensify the action of golden Christ illumination through your crown chakra. 

Let us call to the Great Blue Causal Body of the Great Divine Director to seal and receive this Rod of 
Illumination.  Together: 

 

In the name of the Christ, I call to the Great Divine Director for the restoration in me and the 
lightbrearers of earth of the right-mindfulness of the Lord of the World, Gautama Buddha. I invoke the 
electronic presence of Beloved Archangel Jophiel and Christine to give us a maximum forcefield of 
illumination to receive the universal Christ of Jesus, Kuthumi, Maitreya, Gautama, Sanat Kumara and the 
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Seven Solar Logoi who do indeed endow solar systems which they embody with a universal Christ 
intelligence.  

I call forth the great blue sphere of the causal body of the Great Divine Director as I breathe deeply 
and breathe in the sacred fire essence of the First Ray that I might imbibe the inner blueprint that he 
holds for me and that, in exhaling, I might transfer to my four lower bodies the inner blueprint held by my 
Christ Self and by the Great Divine Director’s conception of the divine direction of the One. Let this great 
blue grid of Light now surround the earth, establishing a forcefield whereby this rod of illumination shall 
be enveloped in a sheath of blue lightning as a protective forcefield surrounding the light of the Christ 
mind.  

We accept this blue sphere, containing the inner blueprint and the divine direction of the One from 
the heart of the Great Divine Director, as it is established, reinforced and made more physical by angel 
devas of the will of God to that purpose to which Lord Gautama comes to us now as in the beginning and 
the ending—to release the Love Ray for the Bonding of the Community of the Holy Spirit Worldwide.   
 

VI 
The Light Is SEALED!  

LORD SANAT KUMARA 
The Community Is Sealed in the Love Bond of Gautama Buddha  

~Tuesday, July 5, 1988~ 
 

Leader: 
At the conclusion of FREEDOM 1988, Sanat Kumara explained…  To fail to respond to that to which you 
have been tasked, is to neutralize the gifts of Hierarchy. Our gifts are not unconditional. They are 
conditioned upon your providing the Omega response to our Alpha thrust; and therefore, binding yourself 
to the Logos. Only you can bind yourself to the Word. Only you can bind yourself to the seven planes of the 
Seven Holy Kumaras. We expect, then… that each and every one of you who is worth his salt in chelaship 
shall respond without dissimulation to Saint Germain’s need of the hour…. Let us be up and doing… As you 
prepare me the chamber in your heart, I too shall enter…. 

 
We now invoke Sanat Kumara to seal this grant of energy, this gift of the Solar Logoi… the implanting of a 
rod of yellow-diamond light from the Great Central Sun for the stepping up of the mind of humanity…   
Together: 

 

In the name of the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood, by the electromagnetic field of the 
Seven Holy Kumaras, Elohim Apollo, and the Solar Logoi, we say, fill our cups, fill our chakras with the 
illumination necessary to save a people and her planet…  

I vow to Lord Sanat Kumara, O beloved Ancient of Days:  I am worth my salt in chelaship; that I shall 
respond without dissimulation to Saint Germain’s need of the hour, and I affirm with my God:  

 

The earth is the LORD’s and the Fullness thereof!   
The earth is the LORD’s and the Fullness thereof!   
The earth is the LORD’s and the Fullness thereof!   
And I can do all things through the Lord, the I AM THAT I AM, my God which strengtheneth me…. 
 

Great Lord Sanat Kumara, in the Sevenfold Flame of the Holy Kumaras, draw now, this grant of energy 
from the Great Central Sun, the Light of this dispensation into the great crystal chalice that is sustained by 
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Elohim in the Heart of the Inner Retreat. Seal this rod of mighty illumination’s flame in the blue fire of Elohim 
for the protection of this dispensation of the Mind of God.  

It is sealed that not one erg shall be misqualified!  
It is sealed as a geometry whose nucleus is actually established now by the Solar Logoi; and this 

geometric, mathematical nucleus does provide the grid that can hold the most complex releases of Light 
and Energy that have gone forth in these days.  

We express glory, praise and thanksgiving to Almighty God… and gratitude to the Seven Solar Logoi 
and to the sponsors from the Great Central Sun who have allowed this dispensation to come forth… 

In love and joy may we find release forevermore. 
 

Elohim…………………… Aim…………………….   [chanted] 
 

It is done. It is finished. I AM the sealing of the Community of the Holy Spirit, the Mystical Body of 
God on earth, in the Love bond of Lord Gautama Buddha. 

 

Praise the Lord, I AM THAT I AM, Sanat Kumara!   
 

*Text taken from the words and concepts of the Ascended Masters in the Pearls of Wisdom and Prayers, Meditation and 
Decrees published by Church Universal and Triumphant.  Pictures taken from Summitlighthouse.org website. Compiled by Mark 
Myers for Spiritual Awareness Fellowship.  April 2018 




